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***EA: Excused Absence
Notes/Announcements:
Tim sent out an email for the etiquette dinner.
Jesse will focus on how to send out the survey and advertise.
Introduce shuttle reform ideas.
Meeting between Pete, accompanied by Jesse, and Ms. Gilda will be taking place on
November 7, 2013 in University Hall at 10:30 a.m.

Minutes (as of 03:32pm):
Pete: Maha, Stacy, and Robert are excused to paint the helmets.
Pete: Any updates?
Maha: Flash lecture went good. I still need a couple of people for the 7th.
Ali: When is it again?
Maha: It’s going to be from 11 to 3.
Pete: How was everyone’s weekend? Good?
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Everyone: Yeah
Pete: This will be a quick meeting. Not many people are here because they have gone off
Pete: According to the brilliant minutes from last week, we broke into committees.
Tim: I sent out an email for the etiquette dinner
Pete: We’re going to have a productive meeting
Pete: Here is the list of questions for the end of the year survey. Three people from the
committee can meet outside to form a direction with the questions. How to implement
end of year? etc. What to target? Services. Are people coming here and happy? Need
someone to so say successful or how to improve in the future. What’s on the survey is up
to the committee. Can start off with how involved? What year?
Jackie, Ali, and Kenneth leave to work on survey.
Pete: Results of twitter town hall. It was very successful. 13 to 40 people signed up for
lobbies. Big spike. Still need to see a lot more.
Kevin has no updates on mason lobby but he’s giving out flyers to faculty and
students.
Pete: any questions or ideas? Mason lobby wise?
Need branch off team.
Every year at mason lobby we leave them with something, a gift.
Stress pamphlets.
Need mason giveaways to leave behind.
Farah: Is the patriot pride patrol different this week? (Concerned about an email sent)
Pete: You will know officially tomorrow
Pete: Who lives around here?
Ashley: I live on campus.
Farah: I do
Pete: Please come up with list for potential gifts.
Tim: What about the Mason money subject?
Pete: Yeah. I’m going to talk about it
Pete has been in contact with Gilda Yang, who is the Mason money public
marketing representative. They are meeting for potential expansion/ideas/ events.
Jesse will be accompanying him on Thursday November 7, 2013 at 10:30 a.m.
Pete assigned Farah and Ashley to look for potential gifts.
Pete: find potential stores to spend mason money.
Ashley: can it be food or restaurant
Pete: it can be anywhere a shuttle system goes. For example, Fair Oaks Mall.
Pete: Our goal for next semester: - Want to go after shuttle system after the mason money
initiative is successful.
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Pete to Jesse: need to be dressed business casual (shirt and tie) for the meeting on
Thursday morning. The meeting is going to be in University Hall.
Pete reviews the list that Ashley and Farah have come up with.
Pete: Customized cups are a little expensive
Farah: There’s a Ceramic cups website
Pete: That’s great but in order to screen the mason logo it needs to be an authorized
vendor. Only ten vendors are around here.
But I like it. Good idea.
Continues list:
Pens …. Chocolate basket …. Oooh I like that.
Why doesn’t anyone come lobby me?
One goal left for committee.
Tim: Is it the bus
Pete: Are you interested?
Tim: Yeah
Pete: Go to main street and make a right. That’s where the mason shuttles don’t go.
There’s a mall that mason students don’t know about.
I like to pose a question as to why there is no access to those stores.
It will be a convenience to be able to go there.
This goes under Relations and transportation but it affects the community so I’m going to
put it under mason.
Tim: Are you talking about mason shuttles and Q bus (not sure what that is or if I typed it
right)? But that bus shuts down early.
Pete: Students should be able to access the town, which they live in.
Pete is looking over the work the survey committee has done.
Pete: Jesse will get survey questions publicized
I will give a report in the senate meeting, this Thursday, about the meeting with Ms.
Gilda.
Information on the Veteran office will come up later.
I’m looking at the MASON Committee goals and we almost hit all of them.
Had a productive meeting.
Thank you!
Committee adjourned 4:07 p.m.
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